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The context of the study is the Street Edge. What is the Street Edge? The very thought of the street 
edge brings about a perception which includes two major forces that can be defined as the physical 
element and the social element. 
In this study the simple idea of the context which is the street edge is looked into within this logical 
frame of mind. Where the site of the designer is the street edge. The question what is the street 
edge? Would be the constituents of the site. As described by Habraken, in his book 'Transformation 
of the site' the site has material, space, form, place and an understanding. 
The site is space and material: 
Form, Place and understanding 
Make the site." 
In this study the material is looked into as elements of the built environment as the most basic 
physical components and then the form as the creation of a collection of such materials or elements 
and the space as what is defined by such forms and then the understanding interpreted as human 
responsiveness creates place. Therefore the understanding of the study would be that man 
responding to elements, forms and space creates place. This is the framework of the mind and is 
used as the framework for the study. 
In the light of its physical attributes it can be discussed in terms of its physical form and shape and 
the spaces it creates. In the light of its social attributes it can be discussed according to its social and 
cultural meaning which in architectural terminology constitutes the idea of "a place'. Therefore it is 
understood that the street edge constitutes of 'space' and 'place'. 
The key issue that interlocks and ties the physical and social attribute would be the manner in which 
man would perceive and experience it. Therefore the responsiveness of man towards his built 
environment becomes a key reason that transforms the 'Built fabric and its spaces' into 'Architectural 
Places'. Which would then bring about the idea of the street edge having to be 'Responsive to man' 
in order for 'Place making' to take place. 
With this logical reasoning of the area of study a hypothesis was derived: 
'A responsive street edge as a step towards place making'. 
Therefore the topic can be explained in the following manner: 
The street edge as a collection of physical elements that creates spaces. 
The street edge as a "collection of places' with social and cultural meaning. 
Therefore the topic and the area of study identify a research gap, which is how the street edge from 
its physical formation of space can turn into socially and culturally vibrant place. 
And according to the hypothesis, 'How this will take place is the Street edge being 'responsive' 
towards man. This directly explains the study which is to understand how architects can intervene 
through the built environment where the tool would be the physical component in order to create a 
responsive street edge which will promote place making in the city. 
NEED FOR THE STUDY 
The street in today's context plays an important role in every human being. Each and every one of us 
falls into the various categories of street users. Therefore every human being experiences the street 
every single day of his life. Thereby firstly, the street becomes an important element of life. Man 
moves from one place to another or from one activity to another through a series of places which are 
the places along the street edge. Whether motorists or pedestrian every single person experiences 
the street edge on their way home or to their work places and so on. Therefore the street becomes a 
place that breaks the trend in the human mind. From work place to home or from home to place of 
work the human mind undergoes a transition and this transition takes place on the 'street'. The street 
edge is the built fabric, the architecture that is directly involved with this transition. Therefore the 
development and design of the street edge becomes an important area that needs to be looked into. 
Secondly most development plans concentrate only on visual character and the visual form. But the 
nature of urban life closely relates and operates on other senses as well. Such as in auditory, 
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olfactory, thermal, tactile and kinesthetic modalities. Man is responsive to his environment through 
these senses. People's activities and behaviour is linked with the street through such responsive 
senses. People's interaction with the environment, by means of responsiveness contributes 
significantly to the character of an urban space. Therefore it is important to study and understand the 
street edge in the light of human responsiveness. Development of street edge in accordance to 
visual form should not be the case and instead planners and urban designers should go one step 
further in designing streets and its built environment in the light of urban responsiveness to man. 
This will pave way to street edges which are not only visually pleasing but also responding to the true 
nature of the existing 'cultural context' of that street. This way the character, ambiance and the 
culture of street life will be preserved and flourished and one could be sure that a single building unit 
or an entirely new street frontage will not destroy the culture of the street and result in vacuum 
spaces that have lost human, live quality of the street. The dangers of such vacuum streets are that 
it becomes anti human, which will have a negative impact on street use. This will automatically drop 
the commercial value of streets. Streets that flourished with people and good commercial activity will 
be lost space which will drop the commercial value and thereby drop the land value of the street 
edge, and street spaces. After all the street edge holds the heights and social value of space and 
land and the country cannot afford to pave way for such a problem to arise. 
Thirdly the there is a tremendous change taking place in the urban fabric of Sri Lanka today where 
faceless, buildings and vacuum spaces are being formed. Firstly change due to the road widening 
programs and secondly the additions, destruction and changes in individual buildings along the 
street front. Therefore the regeneration of the street edge during a road widening programs must be 
studied, understood and implemented with much sensitivity towards the social context and prevailing 
quality of 'place' in the area. 
Also the construction or renovations or the destruction of existing built fabric should also not happen 
haphazardly but must have meaning and reasoning that caters to the responsiveness of that 
environment. It is important to understand the existing man-environment relationship that will bring 
about structures that will encourage place making attributes along the street. 
The street widening programs have negative and positive results but if planned and designed with 
inadequate thought and understanding of the existing relationships between man and the street 
edge, it can create lost space and placeless ness in the city that will have great effects on character, 
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rich culture, activity and liveliness, and value (economic/ commercial, social, cultural) of the country 
due to the down fall in human habitation and progress in a given area. 
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
The aim of the study would be to understand the relationships existing between man and his 
environment with special reference to an urban, commercial street. The idea of a responsive street 
edge needs to be drawn out from an existing real life situation, where on could understand as to how 
human beings react and respond to the street edge. Once doing so it will give a broader meaning to 
the street edge, not as a mere visual form but as a place with, cultural, social meaning. As a place 
where man communicates, interacts and experiences the built fabric. A clear link or relationship must 
be formed between space and place. Hereby creating an understanding as to how man responds to 
'space' to make 'place'. Once this understanding is sharpened it will pave way and direct architects, 
planners and urban designers to manipulate the built edge, or the street edge not only to create a 
good visual form but as a promoter of a socially and culturally rich street. 
The study will help to identify how place and placeless ness is created along the street edge. How 
places can be created and placelessness can be avoided. To do this the objective would be to draw 
out concluding methods to create a responsive street edge that will be a step towards place making. 
METHODOLOGY 
In order to do the study the answers to the following three questions will be derived, which will be 
studied in detail in the specific chapters. 
What is the Street Edge, in terms of 'elements' and 'space'? 
What is 'Place'? 
What is 'Responsive'? 
Chapter One: The study will first try to understand how the street edge is formed, physically. Since 
architects deal directly with the physical component that is the built fabric, which includes the built 
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elements, form, and space, the initial step would be to do a comprehensive study of such physical 
components to understand and identify the elements, form and space within the street edge. 
Chapter Two: Secondly it is important to understand what is 'Place' in architecture and how it is 
identified in the urban fabric. Once doing so 'Place making' in the street edge must be defined. 
Chapter three: Thirdly theories and principles of responsiveness and man-environment relationships 
in the urban context will be studied in order to evaluate and reason out the case studies. 
Chapter Four: Case studies - Commercial Street edges that represent different types of street 
atmospheres will be selected. Theories of responsiveness will be applied to each street in order to 
understand the human behaviour patterns and response to that street. 
Methodology of the case study: observations 
Interviews 
Photographic documentation 
Conclusion: In conclusion would be the result of the case studies. Reasoning's as to how the street 
should change to create better response to people. By doing so one could identify as to how the 
street edge should be treated for it to become a 'responsive street edge' that is a generator of 
'place'. 
SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS 
The street edge can be studied in many ways and analyzed according to various theories and 
principles. But instead a specific group of principles will be used to study and analyze the street 
edge. 'Responsiveness' will be taken into consideration as they are a group of principles that directly 
relates to the way in people experience and perceive urban space. Also international examples will 
also be used in order to explain these principles and local examples or case studied will be selected 
to establish these principles in the Sri Lankan context. These principles will be applied to the street 
edge in order to do the case studies. Also the study will be based on mostly observation therefore 
this can result in a personal bias of perception of space and architecture. Also the information 
gathered can be greatly influenced and varied over time, attitudes and values of people, which are 
difficult issues to take into consideration when gathering information. The study will be limited to 
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urban commercial streets. Also the analysis and conclusion will be based on the selected case 
studies, and every street edge will have its own individual characters, which are specific only to that 
context of the study. In this case only the characters of the selected case study will be established. 
Study results and concluding principles will be based on the selected case studies therefore can be 
applicable only to similar situations. Case studies will be selected to cater to the broader picture or 
variety of street edges but this could still have its flaws due to the high variety of street edges 
existing in Sri Lanka today. 
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